Titleholders

September 2020

Champion

CH Glenayr Photo Finish (D)
CH Timberwyck Flashdrive x GCH CH Timberwyck Glenayr Heads Up
Owner: Peggy F Frye & Tim Maher Breeder: Peggy F Frye & Susan M Kuhn & Tim Maher

CH Sheas Heart Throb Buon Aires (D)
CH Timberwyck High Stakes x CH Terrydale Hk Buonaires Heart Throb
Owner: Katie Belthoff Breeder: Linda Buonauro & June Mara & Peggy F Frye & Anne Mates

Grand Champion

GCH CH Airecraft Enola Gay (B)
CH Airecraft Catapult Launch CDX BN GN RAE JH x GCH CH Coldstream Airecraft Just The Wright Stuff CD BN RN
Owner: Breeder: Dale James Burrier & Kimberly A Burrier

GCH CH Joval Sweet Strawberry Shortcake (B)
CH Joval Faith & Glory Of Love x GCHG CH Joval Sweet Time
Owner: Nancy Nykamp & Dr. Valeria Rickard & Hugh W Garner
Breeder: Breeder: Dr. Valeria Rickard & John Rickard

Grand Champion Bronze

GCHB CH Joval The Force Awakens (B)
GCH CH Joval Galaxy Quest x CH Joval Don't Stop Believin'
Owner: Dr. Valeria Rickard & John Rickard
Breeder: Dr. Valeria Rickard

GCHB CH Longvue Buonaire Daredevil With Tailsup (D)
CH Tartan Scotthire Ultra Glide x GCH CH Longvue Limited Edition
Owner: April Clyde & Louise Weinberger & Philip Weinberger & Linda Buonauro
Breeder: April Clyde & Mr. Todd Clyde

Rally Novice

GCH CH Coldstream Airecraft Just The Wright Stuff CD BN RN (B)
CH Kyna's Riddle Me This CA x Coldstream Firestarter
Owner: Dale James Burrier & Kimberly A Burrier
Breeder: Corally M Burmaster

Connemara's Lucky Charm RN TKN (D)
CH Seneca Sorrell Hill Bravado CD x Connemara's Weaving Like The Wind NA
NAJ NF Owner: Jason Douglas Libasci Breeder: Deanna Corboy-Lulik

Trevorwood Hope For Clear Skies RN FDC FCAT ACT2 SWA SCE RATCH CZ8B CGC TKP (B)
CH Traymar Terrydale Hk Affair Of The Heart x Trevorwood Speedwell
Owner: Lori Taylor & Ron Swisher Breeder: Carol A Coalson

Master Excellent Jumper Preferred 15
Master Silver Jumper Preferred 2

MACH5 PACH3 Connemara's Parteigh Like A Rock Star BN RE SH MXG4 MJB4 MXP12 MXPB2 PADP MJP15 MJPS2 PJDP PAX5 MFC TQX T2B3 (B) CH Keystone's Diamond Rio x CH MACH8 Connemara's Tuff Act To Follow UD VER RAE MH MXS4 MJC4 NJP FTC1 MFC TQX T2B Owner: Breeder: Deanna L Corboy-Lulik

Premier Jumpers Dog Preferred

AGCH MACH10 Connemara's Sense Of Adventure BN RN SH JHR MXG3 PDS MJC3 PJS PJDP MFC TQX T2B4 T2BP (B) Seneca Whodunit's Case Closed VCD1 CDX OAJ NF x MACH5 Connemara's Cleanin' Up With Reckless Abandon BN RE MH MXG2 MJS3 FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3 Owner: Breeder: Deanna L Corboy-Lulik

Agility FAST Open

Airecraft Nevermore OA NAJ OF CA DCAT SWA SHDN (B) CH Airecraft Catapult Launch CDX BN GN RAE JH x GCH CH Coldstream Airecraft Just The Wright Stuff CD BN RN Owner: Janice Lipscomb & Robert Lipscomb Breeder: Dale James Burrier & Kimberly A Burrier

Time 2 Beat Preferred

AGCH MACH10 Connemara's Sense Of Adventure BN RN SH JHR MXG3 PDS MJC3 PJS MFC TQX T2B4 T2BP (B) Seneca Whodunit's Case Closed VCD1 CDX OAJ NF x MACH5 Connemara's Cleanin' Up With Reckless Abandon BN RE MH MXG2 MJS3 FTC1 MFC TQX T2B3 Owner: Breeder: Deanna L Corboy-Lulik

Agility Course Test 1

CH Donaldmac's Easy On The Eyes CD BN RI BCAT ACT1 JFT CGC TKE ( ) GCH CH Elkrems Cold Hard Cache x GCH CH Klondike's Sweet Little Treasure Owner: Kimberly K Zaborniak Breeder: Leith MacDonald

DCAT

CH Terrorific Let's Get It Started At Pindale BN RN DCAT RAT0 CGCA CGCU TKI (B) GCH CH Terrorific Lickety Split RN RATM x CH Rock'N A's Seductress At Terrorific BN RA RATN Owner: Angelique Shear & Deirdre Dawson Breeder: Ms. Virginia Latham Smith & Deirdre Dawson & Angelique Shear

Canine Good Citizen
Amber-Aire's Fiona CGC (B)
CH Traymar Hoorah's Brush Back Gibson x Amber-Aire's Abracadabra
Owner: Carol Robinson Breeder: Carol Stull

Finley's Fearless Alfred CGC (D)
Frankenfaust Annas Gucchi x Frankenpaust Blaze Lady
Owner: Randall Finley
II Breeder: Frank Jarman III

Nevinaire's High Voltage Giga Joules CGC (B)
CH Jafeica's High Voltage C x Nevinaire's 6k La Dolce Vita CGC TKN
Owner: Breeder: Ms. Pam Nevin

U.S.A.'s Ideal Dale"" Quincy CGC (D)
Zemsta Groomera Aluzja x Viveur Ideal Dale
Owner: Irene Godin
Breeder: Goran Karanovic

**Trick Dog Novice**

GCH CH Bajanaire Dixie Anna Dale Takes Walk BN RN CGC TKN(B)
CH Stirling Take A Walk On The Wildside x CH Bajanaire Like A Bleuraire
Rose Owner: John Jackson & Janet E Baker & Cassandra Wolfe
Breeder: Janet E Baker

Connemara's Bodacious Conjurer TKN(B)
CH Seneca Sorrell Hill Bravado CD x Connemara's Weaving Like The Wind NA
NAJ NF Owner: Constance White Breeder: Deanna Corboy-Lulik

Singing Hills Sir Brix Calvin Cork NAJ CGCA TKN (D)
GCHB CH Darbywood's Baraboo Of Singing Hills x CH Wildside Sophie's
Choice Of Singing Hills Owner: David Risk & Sheila Risk
Breeder: Bruce Jones & Caron Jones & Dorothy Boeving

Spindletop's Flying First Class TKN (B)
GCH CH U-Ventus Tartanscottshire Raider's Antania x Spindletop's London
Homesick Blues Owner: Breeder: Ms. Anne M Barlow

**Trick Dog Intermediate**

Singing Hills Sir Brix Calvin Cork NAJ CGCA TKI (D)
GCHB CH Darbywood's Baraboo Of Singing Hills x CH Wildside Sophie's
Choice Of Singing Hills Owner: David Risk & Sheila Risk
Breeder: Bruce Jones & Caron Jones & Dorothy Boeving

**Trick Dog Advanced**

Lynaire Empress Of The Seas TKA (B)
GCH CH Reydaleterrydale Rangel The Great Gatsby x GCH CH Lynaire's Pirate
Queen Owner: Amy J McDermott Breeder: Linda Baake Jarvis

**Open Barn Hunt**
Mystic's My Meeka Mars FDC CA DCAT RATO CGCA CGCU TKE ATT(B)
Far View Farm Thorin x Sweet Alfie Angel Owner: Rita Galetka
Breeder: Connie Shipman